
Not So Fast 

Nobody.  

But you are nobody too 

And together we can  

 put a stake 

  in a Cyclops’ eye. 

* * * 

And as the face rests in hands 

 spying on whatever 

  resides below 

 

A regular Janus 

 split fully. 

* * * 

Waiting for the bus coming 

 down variable  

avenue 

Always hoping this one 

 will be the express 

  down Flatbush Ave 

 



Growing stubble of mercury 

 down the neck 

  to consume 

what it can 

Without Paracelsus’ authority 

 on things such as these. 

* * * 

But there is a chasm 

 filled with scripts 

  or screenplays. 

 

Somewhere there’s a rusty  

 RCA Victor mike 

  And a Yamaha amp 

with peculiar buzz 

 of mosquito secrets 

 

And no one has been able 

 to fill the ad. 

Openings and closings delayed 

 with the same repartee  



  of one of these  

   shows. 

* * * 

Can’t both stare in the mirror 

  in the same moment. 

Two wholly wholes 

 halfway blended 

Connected – a point just beyond 

 the brain. 

Craniums fused into one – 

 crammed  

 with lyrics  

 of cowboy songs. 

A multi-appended chimera 

 facing two ways 

  into compromise 

And when one goes 

 I’ll have to carry 

  that load  

   too. 

String arrangements. 



* * * 

When one hangs the American flag 

 on some doorframe 

  elsewhere 

And attempt to pin it down 

 duly note, 

 

The stripes of cloth 

 stretch more easily 

  than the fixed stars. 

* * * 

And so it goes 

 that the dark green hills 

 had a plow run through them 

  eons ago. 

And so it goes the scars 

 are imbedded deeper 

  than any flag 

   can be pounded. 

And so it is appropriate 

 to leave as you came 



Let the flag  

 collect mildew 

  and maggots 

   as the scars 

  are read by astronauts 

from the furthest satellites. 

 

The cosmos is crowded 

 and time is swift. 

Neither are very tactful 

 in their resistance 

  to this 

phenomenon 

 

But as the maggots creep and mildew seeps 

 so shall history 

  batter away 

   at us all. 

* * * 

Death the supple suitor 

 with slow hands 



Shall snake its way 

 up our collective dresses 

  and annihilate unknown Xs 

   of anime eyes. 

 

When this authenticity shows its 

 Cerberus face and wipes 

  cake  

  from its lips 

Then will we stop 

 spinning dreams 

  on Shaker looms 

Rise into leprous afternoons 

 and shank the manes 

  of absurdity. 

* * * 

The greatest hits still turn 

Of heart and soul 

 one will burn 

And back to being nobody too. 

* * * 



Broken, scattered, blown with the sea-mists 

 and dandelion spores. 

The anthropologists 

 don’t scream ‘Diffusion!’ 

   now. 

 

Just diffusion and indigestion 

 masticating the apples 

  of Eden and the eye. 

 

With knife and chopsticks ‘they’ fight 

 over cultural politics 

  and who should be(ar) 

   their child? 

Logos gone astray with the Cold War hey-day 

 and that blasted  

space race. 

 

A sheep was first to be cloned. 

 

Abstraction. 



 Once saw 

  see-sawed-seen(t) 

   a sea  

    of blue 

But can’t nobody 

 paint the world 

  like that. 

Can’t find fertile ground 

  (or crescent) 

 no delta or peninsula either. 

 

Lonely dying spores 

  remain 

 

As Ms. Monet strides the summer away 

 And Il Cristo overheard 

  doth remember the pain 

But where does all that water 

  run? 

 

And where did she go 



Leaving him to hang  

  just the same 

over the desert stained 

 

With cobalt skies 

 and the spores 

  that cannot stay. 

But, if this world’s 

 in a mind 

 then 

Two hemispheres fight 

 a belly never full. 

AND 

If and then but. 

* * * 

The haikus don’t come 

In masturbation or sleep 

So alone I eat. 

 

And dreamless and starved 

The early puppeteer yearns- 



One performance more. 

 

Walking in silence 

Searching for pure brotherhood 

But Berrigan’s dead 

 

My dear boy 

And Uncle Sam 

 and mom 

  and dad 

are so glad 

 

the future is here. 

* * * 

Narcissism 

 is a tigershark 

devouring every bit of satiation 

 

Yet, being put in a bubble 

 where else is there to turn 

  except on the self 



   in the Self. 

Transcend id 

 and let the ego 

  go E = the speed of thought 

   times disgust (squared) 

(or something like that) 

 until a piece 

  of errant glass 

   can let the methane 

    out. 

And the bubble shrivels 

 but to epidermis 

So all new boundaries can be 

 a choice again. 

* * * 

The green evenings slow the summer years 

Let Mackie steal what he will steal 

Let all the little plaited daughters beg daddy not to tell 

And when I’m alone, I’ll think only of myself 

But don’t forget me in those strange cities. 

 



Remember always –one if by land and two if by sea 

For this is the way I’ll light the thieves’ way out of here. 

And we can let our memories float down to Hell. 

 The green evenings slow. 

 

This aching head, hands, heart and two straining ears, 

Eyes up to the chemical sky as the train leaves 

With you surfing out of a past into which I fell 

Where I’ll listen for the hunchback to ring the bell 

 As squirrels throw acorns from trees 

 And the green evenings slow. 

* * * 

Life will always 

 find a way 

 and the gases weigh 

  what they weigh 

as they expand every which way 

 to fill it anyway 

  they can. 

 

The world exploded across the way 



 and Jupiter’s spot weighs 

  whatever we did way 

   back when 

    wayside we went 

Down galactic highways 

 making no headway 

As the toys crashed endways 

 and the waves 

 rolled on anyways 

 and the stars stayed stationary 

  -no ways. 

 

So, Venus waves - faraway  

 -well away- 

 to neighbors 

  with too much weight 

   ‘round this way. 

* * * 

A dress falls down a well 

A laced and frilled blue thing 

 with little heft 



  about it. 

 

A paratrooper over Europe 

 descends on the scenario 

But slips  

 as boots have 

  basically useless treads. 

And he’s devoured by 

 a hundred little 

  Vlads. 

* ** 

to take the place of the scars i never left 

 the roses fell from the thorns 

  and i was stuck in honey 

with a zillion sting scars 

 of my own. 

 

thought and memory plague a dormant sky 

darkening a decadent street (or sleep) 

shredding puffy pillows 

 and returning home 



   with 

little 

 (or nothing) to say 

   at all. 

   so,  

i untitled myelf 

jumping double-dutch with all the little braided girls 

 on the schoolyard ground 

learning 

 the dreamer is not forgiven 

  so fast as the liar 

   is. 

* * * 

And the ravens sat on the shoulders 

kicking loose petals 

building nests of stems--- 

 

the heart was put before the course 

so like the cart it stayed just where it was 

 

sinking into gelatinous time 



 idling on corners 

as the Flatbush Ave bus 

 cruises through the various me 

waiting for his turn to jump in. 

 

as clothesline whipped cracked concrete 

i know it didn’t break shit 

 

(unlike the leather of now 

and a future  I can’t conceive 

 past a few weeks). 

  



 


